AUSTRIAN VETERANS CHAMPIONSHIP 2019
11.-12. MAY 2019 IN SALZBURG
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Foil+ Sabre + Epee / Ladies + Man / Individual + Team
Österreichischer Fechtverband
Salzburger Landesfechtverband + ASVÖ-Fechtclub Salzburg
Gym HAK, Johann Brunauerstraße 4, 5020 Salzburg (large parking lot)
International open - fencers from Austria and abroad are eligible to start.
Saturday, 11. Mai 2019

Sunday, 12. Mai 2019

09.30 Sabre
Ladies + Men individual
subsequently WS+MS-Team
12.30 Foil
Ladies + Men individual
subsequently WF+MF-Team

09.30 Epee
Ladies + Men individual
subsequently WE+ME-Team

Call: 30 minutes before the start of each competition. Before the beginning of the respective final round of the
best 8 in the individual competitions, 2 names for each team are to be named. Entry forms are available at the
tournament administration.
until 6. Mai 2019 to roman.hinterseer@gmx.at
individual competition: 20 €, every further competition: 10 €, Team: 40 €
The entry fee is payable before the start.
AK SK (30+) age groups 1980-1989
AK III (60+) age groups 1950-1959
AK 1 (40+) age groups 1970-1979
AK IV (70+) age groups 1949 und älter
AK II (50+) age groups 1960-1969
Hans-Peter Speckmayer, Clara Hinterseer
Foreign starters do not have to make judges.
Depending on the number of starters 1-2 preliminary rounds and direct elimination without repechage. With
enough starters, each age group is fenced separately. With too few starters age groups are merged. A
competition will only be officially evaluated if at least 3 participants are at the start (Sportordnung §23, Abs. If
there are fewer than 3 participants in an age group, these participants can compete in a younger age group
and are then scored together. Basically, the organizer can also have several fencing age groups fence
together. Official medals of the ÖFV are also awarded only for official competitions.
The total age of the three fencing team members must be at least 135 years. This total age may not be
exceeded even when changing. The Austrian teams participate as federal country teams.
Foreign participants can form transnational teams.
The equipment of the fencers must comply with the FIE regulations.
The organizer is not liable for theft, accident or injury.
Fechtsport Martin
Buffet available
www.salzburg.info

